TERMSS OF REFERENCE
PURPOSEE AND OBJECTIVES
BEYOND
B
TTHE AICHII TARGETS
S
Backgrou
und
This docu
ument sets out the termss of referencee of the estaablishment of a new Beyoond the Aich
hi Targets
Task Forcce aimed at providing
p
advvice from thee IUCN to the Convention on Biologiccal Diversity on
global tarrgets for prottected areass for beyond 2020.
The adoption of the Strategic
S
Plan
n for Biodiveersity 2011‐2020 in 2010 at the tenthh meeting of the
Conference of the Parrties (COP) under
u
the Co nvention in Biological Diversity (CBD
D), including its
i
Strategic Goals and Aichi Targets, representedd a major ste
ep forward fo
or biodiversi ty conservattion to
support liife on earth (IUCN 2012). The Aichi TTargets set objectives
o
to the year 20220 but not be
eyond.
IUCN’s W
World Commisssion on Protected Areass (WCPA) wisshes to assist parties to tthe CBD conssider
what the goals should
d be beyond 2020. WCPA
A had a mem
mbers’ meetiing at the Woorld Conservvation
Congress in Hawai’i in
n Septemberr 2016 and assked WCPA member
m
Harrvey Locke too head a Task Force
on its beh
half to provid
de a basis for WCPA to m
make submisssions to the COP under t he CBD. The advice is
needed in
n time for it to
t be taken into
i
accountt when new protected
p
arrea targets arre set for the
e period
after 20200.

Objectivves of the WCPA
W
Beyon
nd Aichi Tassk Force
Building o
on the Beyon
nd Aichi sessions held at the World Parks
P
Congress in Sydney in 2014, the
e purpose
of the WC
CPA’s Beyond
d the Aichi Targets
T
Task Force is two‐fold:
a. TTo help build
d global mom
mentum for tthe Promise of Sydney to
o scale up connservation, using
u
p
protected areeas as the key conservati on tool, and
n global cconservation targets for spatial
s
conseervation are set that
b. TTo ensure that, in 2020, new
w
would be meaaningful for achieving th e CBD’s basic purpose, which
w
is the cconservation
n of
b
biological diveersity and th
he halting of biodiversity loss.
Informed by the best available sciience, and a range of perrspectives, th
he Task Forcce will ask and seek to
answer w
what are trulyy sustainable
e conservatioon targets. Itt is understoo
od that in a w
world of 7.5 billion,
the targetts will vary by
b ecological and social c onditions an
nd thus will require an eccoregion by ecoregion
e
approach
h. The Task Fo
orce will nott endeavour to impose a “one size fits all” approaach.

PROMISE OF SYDNEEY
This Task Force buildss directly from the Promiise of Sydneyy. The follow
wing are paraagraphs extra
acted
from the document:
The Vision
We will sccale up proteection in land
dscapes, wettlands and seeascapes to represent
r
alll sites essenttial for
the conseervation of na
ature, especiially in the occeans. We will
w enhance diversity,
d
quaality and vita
ality in
governan
nce and mana
agement, inccluding the aappropriate recognition
r
and
a support oof areas con
nserved by
Indigenou
us Peoples, lo
ocal commun
nities, and prrivate entitiees.

Objective 1
The Aichi targets were designed as interim targets to halt biodiversity loss and to be implemented by
2020. They are interim targets and do not represent what is actually required for humanity to live in
sustainable harmony with nature. Aichi Target 11 moved us beyond simple number targets to
important consideration of protected area quality. We now have to move beyond the Aichi Targets to
nature‐based targets and there was much discussion and research presented on what these targets
should be, planned region by region, with global coordination. For protected areas to halt the loss of
biodiversity and thus provide key ecosystem services to people, they must be directed to areas of
particular importance for biodiversity, be designed as connected systems, be well managed and be
effectively monitored. To address many threats, conservation must also work across protected area
borders. These are the primary considerations, more important than percentage targets. These targets
for sustainability will require a rethinking of our personal expectations and how we live with more than
seven billion people on this small planet. Some delegates argued that nature conservation will require
at least half of the planet to ensure a truly sustainable future for both people and nature.
The Beyond Aichi Task Force will be informed by and consider itself to be continuing the IUCN’s
previous extensive work with the CBD, the Promise of Sydney and the Hawaii Declaration. It is
understood that topics may arise through consultation but no fundamental change in direction is
foreseen.

WCPA Beyond Aichi Task Force Program Actions
The goal will be to have the Task Force’s written recommendation included as part of IUCN’s formal
submission to the CBD COP that will set the goals for beyond 2020. It will be delivered to the WCPA
executive in a timely manner based on the dates of the CBD process, likely sometime in late 2018 or
early 2019.
The Task Force will seek to consult and build a position on beyond Aichi Targets using the following
methods:
1. The Task Force Chair will first establish a Steering Committee to help guide the project and
assisting in planning, awareness‐building and fundraising.
2. Members will be added to the task force by consulting within the Steering Committee; by
reviewing the interests expressed by members in the WCPA registration process, and
opportunistically to ensure there is representation of geography and gender. We will also see
to ensure that there are range of perspectives with regard to science, the practical
developments of targets, communications, indigenous and government perspectives. We will
also seek to cover marine, freshwater and terrestrial interests.
3. We will conduct a comprehensive review of the available scientific literature to understand
target setting; and areas required for population and ecosystem viability, human footprint;
rates of habitat change and others relevant issues.
4. The Task Force will aim to have a framing workshop early in its tenure to scope the challenge
and explore ways to develop the target. Location, timing and size will be subject to funding.
5. The Task Force will seek to use existing international and regional meetings and conferences to
hold consultations on the targets.
6. Subject to funding, the Task Force will develop a global conversation of Beyond Aichi using
social media, a web site and on‐line surveys.
7. There will be a range of perspectives and issues encountered in this project that are impossible
to fully forecast. Some of the more obvious ones are the roles of OECMs, Areas for
Connectivity Conservation and the interaction with other conservation targets. The Task Force
will need to consider all these views and be adaptive in the development of any new target
and supporting documentation.

WCPA Beyond Aichi Task Force Governance
Composition and Structure of the Task Force
The Task Force is a creation of IUCN’s World Commission on Protected Areas, and as such, is
responsible to the Chair of the Commission. Given the scope of the topic, the Task Force will seek
collaboration with other IUCN commissions, notably the Species Survival Commission, as well as the
IUCN Secretariat with a view to creating a “One IUCN” position to the CBD. The Task Force will also
work opportunistically with other interested parties and organizations, such as the CBD, UNEP etc.
The Beyond the Aichi Targets Task Force will seek membership to represent the required range of
scientific expertise and will also seek to include a diversity of age, gender and global geographies. The
Task Force will seek to include perspectives from traditional ecological knowledge.
Financing of the Task Force
The Task Force Chair will seek funding to support his role and for an expansive global consultation.
Steering Committee Membership :
The following have expressed interest in the Task Force to date and will constitute an initial steering
committee:
 Chair, Harvey Locke, WCPA member and Co‐founder and Strategic Advisor, Yellowstone to
Yukon Conservation Initiative,
 Stephen Woodley, WCPA Vice Chair for Science and Biodiversity Outcome–will coordinate and
facilitate connection with the WCPA executive.
 Dan Laffoley, WCPA Vice Chair Marine
 Claudio Moretti, WCPA Vice Chair for South America, Brazil
 Noelle Kumpel, Zoological Society of London
Other members will be added. We will seek to involve senior persons with global experience in
protected areas and international conventions.

